WANT TO KNOW HOW TO OPTIMISE YOUR ELECTRICITY ORDER?
useful information:
Palexpo uses sustainable energy. You can choose between hydropower (blue) or other types of renewable energy
(green, certified Nature made star).
During a show, electricians are constantly present or can be reached via a stand-by service. In addition, we have
sufficient electrical power for all your needs. That means that if you order less power than you need, an electrician
will come to let you know, discuss necessary supplements and make any additions for you. In any case, you will not be
limited during the rest of your show.
In addition to traditional electrical services, Palexpo also offers to install any household appliances needed for a stand,
saving you from any transportation logistics. Detergent products are included. In the event of a breakdown, an identical
replacement can be quickly installed from our stocks in the building. We also offer: air conditioning on the stand, static
and telematic lighting (wifi, cable network). All these offers come with after-sales and stand-by services.

tips and tricks
For your power supplies under 10 kW. There are two possible scenarios::
• For your luminaires, add up the wattages. They run at maximum power almost all the time. You can usually find this
information on your stand’s description.
For other needs, add up the powers (there’s a label on the back of the unit) and order only 80% of the total. It’s likely
that not all devices will be at full power at the same time. For example (on average):
■
■
■
■
■

Coffee machine, Nespresso style: 1.5 kW
Mobile phone: 100 W
New generation LCD screen: 100 W
Charging a mobile phone: 100 W
Fridge 110 lt: 400 W
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■

Beyond 10 kW, get help from a professional electrician to determine your needs and the most efficient way to
supply them. Power distribution has a significant impact on the total bill. Consulting fees will cost you less than
a non-optimised installation. Not to mention the fact that the cable routing may or may not involve the use of a
podium, which increases the total cost. Please note that Palexpo’s electrical engineer can be commissioned to
design your installation as best as possible.

Billing:
■
■

For less than 10 kW, the energy is included and sold per day. As a result, it’s a good idea to order the right number
of days according to your actual needs (How many days of assembly? + Expo + How many days of dismantling?).
For more than 10 kW, the bill includes: power, the meter, the panel and the consumption. Beyond the initial supply,
Palexpo’s electricity service can easily provide distribution, even if this is not subject to an exclusive contract.
Please note that installations made by us come with our after-sales and stand-by services.

All installations will be automatically checked by an independent body (whether they are carried out by us or
by someone else).
On our e-shop you can also find power strips or adapters for major countries, if you have forgotten yours.
• In the interest of sustainable development and to reduce your bill, we strongly recommend that you turn off your
appliances at night. It should be noted that the Palexpo electrical department can manage automation via programmed
electrical panels.
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